
Hutchinson River Restoration Project 
Meeting of Sept. 18, 2017 

Minutes 
 

Present:  Eleanor Rae, Giles Rae, Violet Smith, Amelia Zaino, Matthew Umbro, Inge 
Davis and Jack Ullman.  
 
I. Minutes:  The minutes of the meeting of August 21 were read and accepted. 
 
II. Treasurer’s report:  Inge Otto left a report showing a bank balance of $4374.94. 
 
III. Social Media:  Carl Lundgren reports the following figures: Facebook Likes 282, up 2 
from last month, Twitter followers 517, down 14, Website views 4086, up 240, and 
visitors 2081, up 151, Google Group subscribers 148, up 8. Carl thinks the drop in 
Twitter followers my not be real but some artifact of Twitter’s system. 
 
IV. Cleanup sites on the Hutch:  On August 24, Amelia, Jack and Inge Davis explored the  
cleanup sites for our Sept. 17 cleanup in the “Anne Hutchinson.”  They found that the 
tall, tough grass noted on our July 17 exploration that had grown up at most of the sites 
made access to the shore difficult and obscured any trash there.  Samples of the grass 
were taken by Amelia and identified as spartina alterniflora.  It was decided not to try to 
reach some of the more distant sites, where shore access was particularly difficult.  
 
V.  City Island Fair, Sept. 9 and 10:  Violet Smith set up our table as usual.  Volunteers at 
the table reported fewer visitors to the fair than in earlier years but this did not much 
affect the number of visitors to our table.  We collected $205.50 in contributions and got 
16 volunteers signed up for the cleanup.  
 
VI. Mount Vernon Mayor’s meeting, Sept. 27:  This meeting concerns the Canal Village 
project, which will include many improvements on the banks of the Hutchinson River.  
We have been invited to send only two representatives and Eleanor and Matthew will 
attend.  
 
VII. “Just One Piece” activities in Co-Op City:  This is Amelia’s project for 
schoolchildren on the effects of littering, for which she received a Citizens’ Committee 
for New York City grant.  Meetings will be held at the Co-Op City community gardens 
on Oct 8 and 15.  
 
VIII. Hiking along the Hutch with Curt Johnson, new President of Save the Sound:  
Matthew has contacted him. Several of us will want to go along.  No date has been set 
yet.  
 
IX. Evaluation of our Sept. 17 cleanup of the Thomas Pell Wildlife Sanctuary Things 
generally ran smoothly. There are as yet no figures available for how much trash was 
picked up and how many volunteers there were.   Only Goose Island and Rose’s Beach 
were reached because of the difficulty of reaching the other sites caused by the growth of 



tall grasses.   We will have to consider how to get around that problem.  There were no 
incidents of poison ivy, insect bites or injuries.  Lynne Corry from Parks was there and 
was very helpful.  
     Matthew contacted Channel 12 News, who sent a crew out on Con’s boat to film us.  
The film was shown on Channel 12 News the next day and gave a very good impression 
of our effort.    
     There were some problems with communication.  In the “Anne Hutchinson” we could 
not got a good connection with Eleanor and thus did not know that no canoes were going 
to the farther sites.  This led to a waste of time and missed opportunity to pick up more 
bags from the sites that were actually reached.  Five bags were in fact left behind.  We 
should have one of our board members at each site until the end to be sure that everything 
is picked up, and a last sweep by Con’s outboard boat would be a good idea.  A group of 
children arrived late and did not always have enough adult supervision.   
 
X. New Business:  Amelia and Matthew would like to have business cards.  We will 
provide them      
     We were invited to a party in honor of Linda Cox of the Bronx River Alliance.  We 
will send a contribution to BRA in her honor.   Violet will do this 
 
XI. Date, time and place of next meeting: Monday, October 16 at 7 PM at the Raes, 7 
Leeward Lane, City Island.     
 
 
 
 


